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Structured Overlays

Structured overlays are typically based on the notion of a 

semantic free index 

Example: Freenet

They utilize hashing extensively to map data to servers

The cluster-based techniques typically can guarantee a 

very small number of hops to reach a given destination

The decentralized DHTs balance hop count with the size of 

the routing tables, network diameter, and the ability to 

cope with changes



Introduction to Structured Overlays

Unstructured networks are good for file and content search

decentralization

no assumptions where to place data

structure (hubs) can help (super-peers)

But no guarantees to locate data or bounds

Structured overlays assume that a certain node is 

responsible for a given key (and data) 

Routing table follows certain structure

Guarantees to locate and bounds

Unstructured and structured networks can be combined

Hybrid networks



Semantic free indexing I

With semantic free indexing in structured overlays, data 

objects are given unique identifiers called keys that are 

chosen from the same identifier space

 

Keys are mapped by the overlay network protocol to a node 

in the overlay network

The overlay network needs to then support scalable 

storage and retrieval (key, value) pairs

Our first example was Freenet (file keys, location keys)

Closest location owns the key

Distance was used for routing



Semantic free indexing II

In order to realize the insertion, lookup, and removal of 

(key, value) pairs, each peer maintains a routing table 

that consists of its neighbouring peers (their node 

identifiers and IP addresses)

Lookup queries are then routed across the overlay network 

using the information contained in the routing tables

Typically each routing step takes the query or message 

closer to the destination

Requirement to reach the destination in bounded hops! 



Distributed applications

Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

Node Node Node Node

put(key, value) get(key) value
DHT balances keys and 

data across nodes



DHT interfaces

• DHTs offer typically two functions
– put(key, value)
– get(key)  value
– delete(key)

• Supports wide range of applications
– Similar interface to UDP/IP

• Send(IP address, data)
• Receive(IP address)  data

• No restrictions are imposed on the semantics of 

values and keys
• An arbitrary data blob can be hashed to a key
• Key/value pairs are persistent and global



Comparison to IP routing

IP routing is based on the longest matching prefix

Keep a prefix data structure (ternary tree, TCAM) 

Find next hop based on the list (or the destination)

IP addresses are obtained through a local configuration 

process and/or BGP tables, default routes as well

For the DHT case we do not have the IP address semantics 

and mapping to the IP topology

The DHT topology is flat! (typically)

Hence the table structure with suffixes/prefixes

Longest prefix/suffix or distance are typically employed



Consistent hashing I/III

Consistent hashing was first introduced in 1997 as a 

solution for distributing requests to a dynamic set of web 

servers 

David Karger, Eric Lehman, Tom Leighton, Matthew Levine, 

Daniel Lewin and Rina Panigrahy. Consistent hashing 

and random trees: Distributed caching protocols for 

relieving hot spots on the World Wide Web. In 

Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth Annual ACM 

Symposium on Theory of Computing, pages 654-663 , 

1997.



Consistent hashing II/III

In this solution, incoming messages with keys were mapped 

to web servers that can handle the request

Consistent hashing has had dramatic impact on overlay 

algorithms

DHTs utilize consistent hashing to partition an identifier 

space over a distributed set of nodes. The key goal is to 

keep the number of elements that need to be moved at 

minimum



Consistent hashing III

In most traditional hash tables a change in the number of 

array elements causes nearly all keys to be remapped

hash (o) mod n, if n changes every object hashed to 

new location! 

They are therefore useful for balancing load to a fixed 

collection of servers, but not suitable for dynamic server 

collections

Consistent hashing is a technique that provides hash table 

functionality in such a way that the addition or removal of 

an element does not significantly change the mapping 

of keys to elements

The technique requires only K/n keys to be remapped on 

average, where K is the number of keys, and n is the 

number of nodes



Ranged hash functions

Hashing applied to the distributed case

Ranged hash functions are hash functions that depend on 

the set of available buckets

 A typical ranged hash function hashes items to positions in 

some space 

Then assigns each item to the nearest available bucket

As the set of buckets changes, an item may move to a new 

nearest available bucket



Another view

A ranged hash function changes minimally as the range of 

the function changes

Range changes when a server is added or removed



Ranged hash with a ring

Items and buckets are mapped to a uniformly random place 

on continuous unit ring [0,1). 

Each item is assigned to the closest possible bucket.

Bucket order determines placement on the ring.

Optimality proven for growth-restricted metric spaces 

Given point q and distance d, the number of points within 

distance 2d is at most constant factor larger than within 

distance d.

J. Aspnes at al. Ranged Hash Functions and the Price of 

Churn. SODA 2008.



Example of Consistent Hashing

• Creating the structure
• Assign each of C hash buckets to 

random points on mod 2n circle, 
where, hash key size = n

• Map object to random position on 
circle

• Hash of object = closest 
clockwise bucket

0

8

412
Bucket

14

} go to the 
left bucket



Consistent hashing and views

The full set of servers/buckets may not be available for all clients

Constant fraction is known by the clients

A view is a subset of the buckets (cache servers available from 

certain part of the network)

A client uses consistent hashing to map an item to one of the 

buckets in its view

Items are uniformly distributed over the buckets of the view

A ranged hash family is said to be balanced if given a particular 

view, a set of elements, and a randomly chosen function from the 

hash family, with high probability the fraction of items mapped to 

each bucket is O(1/|V|), where V is the view



Properties of consistent hashing 

Load: A balanced ranged hash function distributes load 

evenly across the buckets

Monotonicity says that some items can be moved to a new 

bucket from old buckets, but not between old buckets.  

The aim is to preserve an even distribution

Spread is about ensuring that over all the views the number 

of buckets to which an item is mapped is small



Problem

Having only one location for a bucket is not good

Does not ensure good spread with the views

Solution: have multiple virtual locations for a bucket

Implications

When removing / adding a bucket, have to move data 

from several servers

Adding more locations to a bucket, we are improving the 

uniformity of the key->bucket mapping

Having finer granularity means that we transfer less keys 

when adding a new server



Replication with virtual buckets

One point is not sufficient to characterize a bucket due to 

the required properties. 

A bucket is replicated κ log(C) times, where C is the number 

of distinct buckets, and κ is a constant

The log(C) term comes from the theory, it is needed to 

get the good fraction O(1/|V|) of items to buckets

When a new bucket is added, only those items are moved 

which are closest to one of its points. 



Theorem

Theorem: Consider a system with m caching machines and c 

clients, each with a view of an arbitrary set of half the caching 

machines. If Ω(log m) copies of each caching machine are made 

and the copies and URLs are mapped to the unit circle using a 

good basic hash function, then the following properties hold:

Balance:

In any one view, URLs are distributed uniformly over the caching 

machines in the view.

Load:

Over all the views, no machines gets more than O(log m)  times 

the average number of URLs.

Spread:

No URL is stored in more than O(log m)  caches.

Karger et al. Web Caching with Consistent Hashing. WWW 1999.



Properties of ranged hash functions

Monotone:

Each item has its own preference list and hashes to the 

first available bucket

This minimizes rearrangement cost

Multiple virtual locations for the item 

Can be described with a preference matrix

Items and the (distance ordered) buckets



Example of a ranged hash function (RHF)

Let I be the items, C the caches, and V the views. Vi is a 

subset of C.

RHF is a map that takes a view and hashes the item to a 

cache in which the item can be found

For an item: pick a point r uniformly and independently at 

random

For the caches: pick a set of  κ  log C points uniformly and 

independently at random. 
For an item (Vi,i) map it to the first cache c in Vi that is 

encountered clockwise starting from r.



Bad examples

Pick c in V at random: bad spread properties (the 

preference list of many caches is needed, nearest 

clockwise bucket is then chosen) 

Take mod of the number of caches in a view: good balance 

but not smooth (e.g. problems when adding or removing 

a server)



Consistent Hashing Revisited
Global 
information: 
Node list  

Results in
single-hop
discovery



Applications

Web caches (the original application)

Memcached

Distributed in-memory caching system

Standard modulus is the default

Consistent hashing supported as well

Web request processing 

Key-value storage system

Amazon in Dynamo

OpenStack storage service Swift

CDNs (Akamai)



Main point in consistent hashing

The technique requires only K/n keys to be remapped on 

average, where K is the number of keys, and n is the 

number of nodes

Used in many DHT algorithms

Developed by Karger et al. at MIT

Somewhat involved for example in Chord



Foundations of Structured Networks

We distinguish between a routing algorithm and the 

routing geometry. The algorithm pertains to the exact 

details of routing table construction and message 

forwarding

Geometry pertains to the way in which neighbours and 

routes are chosen. Geometry is the foundation for routing 

algorithms

The key observation is that the geometry plays a 

fundamental part in the construction of decentralized 

overlays



Geometries

The frequently used overlay topologies are:
• trees
• rings
• tori (k-ary n-cubes)
• butterflies (k-ary n-flies)
• de Bruijn graphs
• XOR geometry

The differences between some of the geometries are subtle 

For example, it can be seen that the static DHT topology 

emulated by the DHT algorithms of Pastry and Tapestry 

are Plaxton trees; however, the dynamic algorithms can 

be seen as approximation of hypercubes. 



Tree Geometry as an Example

We now investigate the tree geometry 

Most geometries follow a similar organizational principle

After trees, we consider rings

Later geometries such as hypercube and the XOR metric



Tree Geometry I

The tree’s hierarchical organization makes it a suitable choice for 

efficient routing

In a tree geometry, node identifiers represent the leaf nodes in a 

binary tree of depth log n

0 1

0

0

0

0 0

1

1 1

1

10

000 100 010 110

1

001 101 011 111

Cannot keep a full node identifier list 
(size and updates)

Would result in single hop lookup

Table needs to be partitioned 

Binary tree for suffix routing

Nodes know their neighbours
Node 110 knows 010 as a neighbour

Nodes know a subset of far away nodes
Node 110 knows X00 and X10
Node 110 knows XX0 and XX1 
The wildcard nodes can be any having 

suitable addresses



Example (adresses base 2)

Entries

Level

1 Primary 
neighbour 

2 3

0 010 X00 XX0

1 110 
(current)

X10 XX1

010010 110110 ……

X10X10 X00X00

XX0XX0 XX1XX1

Suffix-based

Table size: base * 
address length

Wildcard entry can be 
any suitable node.

The table maintains a view to a subset of nodes that allows to route 
toward destination in log n steps (always taking message closer)



Example (adresses base 2): routing

Entries

Level 

1 Primary 
neighbour 

2 3

0 010 X00 XX0

1 110 X10 XX1

010010 110110 000000

X10X10

XX0XX0 XX1XX1 Sending message to 011

Matching suffix XX1  one of 011, 
111,101,001

Entries

Level 

1 Primary 
neighbour 

2 3

0 001 X01 XX0

1 101 X11 XX1

Target 
is here

011011 111111 101101

X11X11 X01X01
001001

X00X00
100100

Max. 3 hops log2(8)=3

longest matching suffix



Performance of tree based routing

At most logb N logical hops are needed for locating nodes, 

where N is the size of the identifier namespace and b is 

the base. 

Suffix-routing: Since a node assumes that the preceding 

digits all match, at each level only a small constant 

entries are maintained resulting in a total routing table 
size of b logb N

Example: for b=2, N=2**3: 2*3=6 entries

Observation: in the tree geometry, the digits are fixed in a 

certain order, some other geometries allow to fix the bits 

in any order (hypercube)



Properties of tree geometry

Neighbour selection: yes

Can choose the node for the wildcard slots

Route selection: only one route (digit by digit)

Limited form of fault tolerance through routing around 

faults (Plaxton example)

Sequential neighbours: No, cannot traverse the graph

Independent paths: No

No way to guarantee independent paths or to use them



Plaxton Tree Routing

One of the first DHT algorithms, the Plaxton’s algorithm, is 

based on this geometry (object rooted at a node)

A scalable mechanism for locating nearby copies of objects

Each node maintains a routing table with log n neighbours. 

Populate routing table to reflect possible distances

One suffix digit at a time

Greedy routing can then be used to forward a message to 

its destination on the network given the target identifier



Plaxton’s algorithm

The Plaxton’s algorithm realizes an overlay network for 

locating named objects and routing messages to these 

objects 

The algorithm was proposed in 1997 to improve web 

caching performance by Plaxton, Rajaraman, and Richa 

The algorithm guarantees a delivery time within a small 

factor of the optimal delivery time

The algorithm requires global knowledge and does not 

support additions and removals of nodes and it is 

therefore a precursor to the DHT algorithms that tolerate 

churn, such as Chord, Pastry, and Tapestry

The Plaxton overlay can be seen as a set of embedded 

trees in the network, one rooted in every node, where 

the destination is the root



Location Mechanism

Nodes can locate and send messages to named objects

Routing, Reading, Inserting, Deleting

Server publishes an object by routing a message to the 

object root

The node is uniquely and consistently identified for each 

object.

The publishing process sets pointers to the server on the 

route of the publish message

Immediate redirection upon lookup

Also backpointers to primary neighbours

For crawling toward a root when necessary



Performance of the Plaxton’s algorithm

With consistent routing tables Plaxton’s algorithm 

guarantees that any existing unique node in the system 
will be found within at most logb N logical hops, where N 

is the size of the identifier namespace and b is the base. 

Suffix-routing: Since a node assumes that the preceding 

digits all match, at each level only a small constant 

entries are maintained resulting in a total routing table 
size of b logb N

It has been proven that the total network distance traveled 

by messages during both read and write operations is 

proportional to the underlying network distance



Plaxton routing table

The idea in the routing table is to keep track of the suffixes

More detail about local neighbours

Less information about far-away nodes

Sufficient information to do global routing

Choose primary neighbours based on network distance

 Organize into levels and each level into the different 

possible suffix lengths

Base * address length elements are needed

We already know the longest matching suffix

Use this fact to structure the routing table

Similar table maintained by most DHT algorithms (the 

details depend on the algorithm)

 



     Entries

Levels 

1 

Primary 

neighbour

2 3 4

1 0642 X042 XX02 XXX0

2 1642 X142 XX12 XXX1

3 2642 X242 XX22 XXX2

4 3642 X342 XX32 XXX3

5 4642 X442 XX42 XXX4

6 5642 X542 XX52 XXX5

7 6642 X642 XX62 XXX6

8 7642 X742 XX72 XXX7

Table size: base * address length
In this example octal base (8) 

and 4 digit addresses

Plaxton’s algorithm: routing table of node 3642

Wildcards are marked with X
Primary neighbour is one digit away

Example lookup

Node 3642 receives message for 2342
•The common string is XX42 
•Two shared digits, consult second column 
and choose the correct digit
•Send to node with one digit closer
•Fourth line with X342

Each routing table is organized in routing levels and 
each entry points to a set of nodes closest in 
network distance to a node which matches the 
given suffix (closest nodes are primary neighbours)



Suffix routing

0312 routes to 1643 via

0312 -> 2173 -> 3243 -> 2643 -> 1643

1 hop: shares 1 
suffix with 1643

2 hop: shares 2 
suffix with 1643

3 hop: shares 3 
suffix with 1643

Rounting table with b*logb(N) entries

Entry(i,j) – pointer to the neighbour j+(i-1) suffix



Suffix routing around failures



Key limitations of Plaxton

Requirement for global knowledge

Static node set

Root nodes are possible points of failure

Lack of ability to adapt to dynamic query patterns



Plaxton

Plaxton

Foundation Plaxton-style mesh, 
embedded trees, (hyper-
cube)

Routing function Suffix matching

System parameters Number of peers N, base 
of peer identifier B

Routing performance O(logB N)

Routing state BlogB N
Note: global ordering of 
nodes

Joins/leaves Not supported



DHT Algorithms

Plaxton is an early example of a DHT

Next we focus on DHTs that support dynamic operation and 

do not require global knowledge



Structured Overlays

Structured overlays are typically based on the notion of a 

semantic free index and consistent hashing

They are based on different routing geometries

The decentralized DHTs balance hop count with the size of 

the routing tables, network diameter, and the ability to 

cope with changes

Geometries and DHTs

Tree – Plaxton’s algorithm

Ring – Chord

Hypercubes  – Pastry and Tapestry

Tori  – CAN

XOR metric – Kademlia



Deployed DHT Applications

Key examples of deployed DHT algorithms include

Kademlia used in BitTorrent

Amazon’s Dynamo

The Coral Content Distribution Network

PlanetLab

We will return to applications later on this course



Requirements

An ideal DHT algorithm would meet the following 

requirements:
– Easy deployment over the Internet.
– Scalability to millions of nodes and billions of data 

elements
– Availability for the data items so that faults can be 

tolerated
– Adaptation to changes in the network, including 

network partitions and churn
– Awareness of the underlying network architecture so 

that unnecessary communication is avoided
– Secure so that data confidentiality, authenticity, and 

integrity can be established and that malicious nodes 

cannot overwhelm the overlay network

It is not easy to meet these requirements simultaneously!



Geometries revisited

The five frequently used overlay topologies are:
• trees
• Rings
• hypercubes and tori (k-ary n-cubes or n-dimensional tori)
• butterflies (k-ary n-flies)
• de Bruijn graphs
• XOR geometry

The differences between some of the geometries are subtle 

For example, it can be seen that the static DHT topology 

emulated by the DHT algorithms of Pastry and Tapestry 

are Plaxton trees; however, the dynamic algorithms can 

be seen as approximation of hypercubes. 



Rings

Rings are a popular geometry for DHTs due to their 

simplicity. In a ring geometry, nodes are placed on a one-

dimensional cyclic identifier space. The distance from an 

identifier A to B is defined as the clockwise numeric 

distance from A to B on the circle

Rings are related with tori and hypercubes, and the 1-

dimensional torus is a ring. Moreover, a k-ary 1-cube is a 

k-node ring

The Chord DHT is a classic example of an overlay based on 

this geometry.

Each node has a predecessor and a successor on the ring, 

and an additional routing table for pointers to increasingly 

far away nodes on the ring



Hypercubes

The distance between two nodes in the hypercube geometry is 

the number of bits by which their identifier differ. 

At each step a greedy forwarding mechanism corrects (or fixes) 

one bit to reduce the distance between the current message 

address and the destination. 

Hypercubes are related to tori. In one dimension a line bends 

into a circle (a ring) resulting in a 1-torus. In two dimensions, 

a rectangle wraps into the two-dimensional torus, 2-torus.  An 

n dimensional hypercube can be transformed into an n-

torus by connecting the opposite faces together. 

The Content Addressable Network (CAN) is an example of a 

DHT based on a d-dimensional torus.



Differences

The main difference between hypercube routing and tree 

routing is that the former allows bits to be fixed in any 

order

Tree routing requires that the bits are corrected in a strict 

order (digit by digit, there can still be redundancy in the 

routing table)

Thus hypercube is more restricted in selecting 

neighbours in the routing table but offers more 

possibilities for route selection!



d = 0
N = 1

d = 1
N = 2 d = 2

N = 4

d = 3
N = 8

d = 4
N = 16

Hypercubes



Chord

• Chord is an overlay algorithm from MIT
– Stoica et. al., SIGCOMM 2001

• Chord is a lookup structure (a directory) based 

on the ring geometry
– Resembles binary search

• Uses consistent hashing to map keys to nodes 
– Keys are hashed to m-bit identifiers
– Nodes have m-bit identifiers

• IP-address is hashed
– SHA-1 is used as the baseline algorithm

• Support for  rapid joins and leaves
– Churn
– Maintains routing tables



Chord routing I

Identifiers are ordered on an identifier circle modulo 2m

The Chord ring with m-bit identifiers

A node has a well determined place within the ring

A node has a predecessor and a successor

A node stores the keys between its predecessor and itself

The (key, value) is stored on the successor node of key

A routing table (finger table) keeps track of other nodes



Finger Table

Each node maintains a routing table with at most m entries

The i:th entry of the table at node n contains the identity of 

the first node, s, that succeeds n by at least 2i-1 on the 

identifier circle

s = successor(n + 2i-1)

The i:th finger of node n



N1

N8

N14

N21

N32
N38

N42

N51

N56

2m-1  0

+1
+2

+4

+8

+16

+32

Finger Maps to Real node

1,2,3

4

5

6

x+1,x+2,x+4

x+8

x+16

x+32

N14

N21

 N32

 N42

m=6
Current node at p
for j=1,...,m the
fingers of p+2j-1

Predecessor node



Chord routing II

Routing steps

check whether the key k is found between n and the 

successor of n

if not, forward the request to the closest finger preceding 

k

Each node knows a lot about nearby nodes and less about 

nodes farther away

The target node will be eventually found



Chord lookup

N1

N8

N14

N21

N32
N38

N42

N51

N56

2m-1  0
m=6



Invariants

Two invariants:

Each node's successor is correctly maintained.

For every key k, node successor(k) is responsible for k.

    A node stores the keys between its predecessor and itself

The (key, value) is stored on the successor node of key



Join

A new node n joins

Needs to know an existing node n’

Three steps

1. Initialize the predecessor and fingers of node 

2. Update the fingers and predecessors of existing 

nodes to reflect the addition of n

3. Notify the higher layer software and transfer keys

Leave uses steps 2. (update removal) and 3. (relocate keys)



1. Initialize routing information

• Initialize the predecessor and fingers of the new node n
• n asks n’ to look predecessor and fingers

– One predecessor and m fingers
• Look up predecessor

– Requires log (N) time, one lookup
• Look up each finger (at most m fingers)

– log (N), we have Log N * Log N 
– O(Log2 N) time



Steps 2. And 3. 

2. Updating fingers of existing nodes

Existing nodes must be updated to reflect the new node

Performed counter clock-wise on the circle

Algorithm takes i:th finger of n and walks in 

the counter-clock-wise direction until it 

encounters a node whose i:th finger 

precedes n

Node n will become the i:th finger of this 

node

O(Log2 N) time

3. Transfer keys

Keys are transferred only from the node immediately 

following n (for the keys for which n is a successor)

The node following n was responsible for the keys 

before n was inserted



Chord Properties

• Each node is responsible for K/N keys (K is the number of 

keys, N is the number of nodes). This is the consistent hashing 

result.

•  When a node joins or leaves the network only O(K/N) keys will 

be relocated (the relocation is local to the node)

• Following the consistent hashing result, log N virtual node 

locations are needed to mitigate load imbalance

• Lookups take O(log N) messages

• To re-establish routing invariants after join/leave O(log2 N) 

messages are needed



Chord

Chord

Foundation Circular space (hyper-cube)

Routing function Matching key and nodeID

System parameters Number of peers N

Routing performance O(log N)

Routing state log N

Joins/leaves (log N)2
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